Abstract: Many think that private entrepreneurs are capable of creating partnerships with central and local government, business, churches, charities and other local and national institutions. There is a considerable amount of research about how private entrepreneurs make different social contributions whereas scholars and politicians define them as social entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, this paper argues that private entrepreneurs in China have been traditionally discriminated and continue to be regarded as social menaces in the People's Republic of China (PRC)'s regime though they really acted as social entrepreneurs for a short time during modern China. Chinese leadership, from the founding of the PRC to the reforms and opening-up, has seen private entrepreneurs as social menaces -a threat to the authority rather than social entrepreneurs -a dedication to changing the systems and patterns of society. M any scholars have described the development of private entrepreneurs in
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scholars have described the development of private entrepreneurs in China (Kraus, 1989; Liu & Wu, 1986; Shi, 1993; Tung, 1997; Wong & Sun, 1997; Xue, Su, & Lin, 1978; Yang, 1956 ). However, most of the research has focused largely on its development from the start of the reform era in 1978. Instead, there has been little analysis of private entrepreneurs in China from a historical perspective. Without this kind of research, we cannot understand why from the start of reforms onward Chinese leadership has very carefully handled the emergence of private entrepreneurs. Essentially, private entrepreneurs in traditional China were stigmatized as non-producers and parasites. It was not until modern China 1 that it began to be found that the merchants' social status was raised. This might be referred to what Western countries called "social entrepreneurs." However, until the early regime of the People's Republic of China (PRC), due to ideological influence and the power struggle at the highest levels of Chinese leadership, the private sector disappeared almost completely in China. Its re-emergence since the reforms and opening-up has thus caused academic attention.
This paper analyzes the evolution of private entrepreneurs in traditional China, modern China and the PRC, with an attempt to highlight how China's rulers in different times treat private entrepreneurs. It is argued that from traditional and modern to contemporary China, private entrepreneurs have been treated as social menaces -a threat to the authority rather than social entrepreneurs -a dedication to changing the systems and patterns of society.
Concepts of Entrepreneurship in Western Countries
In Western countries, the use of the term "entrepreneurship" has a rich history and a much more significant meaning. The term "entrepreneur" originated in French economics as early as the 17th and 18th centuries.
Richard Cantillon in 1730 defined entrepreneurship as self-employment of any sort. Entrepreneurs bought at certain prices in the present and sold at uncertain prices in the future (Cantillon, 2001) . Jean Say described entrepreneurs around the turn of the 19th century: the entrepreneur shifted economic resources out of an area of lower and into an area of higher productivity and greater yield (Say, 1963) .
Up to the 20 th century, Frank Knight regarded an entrepreneur to be capable of predicting and acting upon change within markets (Knight, 1935) . In contrast to other scholars, Joseph Schumpeter envisaged entrepreneurs as the innovators who drive the "creativedestructive" process of capitalism. The entrepreneur was the change agent in the economy and moved the economy forward and was an innovator capable of implementing change within markets (Schumpeter, 1954) . Harvey Leibenstein thought that the entrepreneur was a supplement for the market, whose emergence could fill market deficiencies through input-completing activities (Leibenstein, 1980) . While economists have focused the entrepreneur's function as thriving on competition and profit, sociologists believe that the entrepreneur's function is not just profit making in the business field, but also is a commitment to leading through inclusiveness of all actors in society and a dedication to changing the systems and patterns of society (Ashoka, 2000) . A social entrepreneur's job is to recognize when a part of society is stuck and to provide new ways to get it unstuck. He or she finds what is not working and solves the problem by changing the system, spreading the solution and persuading entire societies to take new leaps. Social entrepreneurs are not content just to give a fish or teach how to fish. They will not rest until they have revolutionized the fishing industry (Ashoka, 2000 (Dees, 1998) .
In contrast to Western usage, the Chinese term "entrepreneur" in traditional and/or modern China was generally called "merchant" (shang ren). It was not until the PRC's regime that the term 'entrepreneur' with different names caused a diffuse and ambiguous category. (Zheng, 1932, pp.36-38 ).
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Merchants in Traditional China
Yet it is worth noting that merchants in traditional Chinese society were generally looked down upon and regarded as non-producers and parasites. This was because the society was hierarchically formed in a social order: scholar-official (shi), farmer (nong), artisan (gong) and merchant (shang), with shang at the bottom of this hierarchy. For instance, in the Han dynasty (206 BC -AD 220), merchants were seen as social and political degenerates (De Bary, Chan, & Watson, 1964; Hao, 1998; Yang, 1950; Yang, 1970) . In the Ming's regime (A.D. 1368-1644) , the fourth rank's official and above, and dukes, marquises, and earls all were banned from doing business. To avoid this discrimination, these officials used to employ "front men" (agents) them to run their business (He, 1962) . In addition, given this ideology, gentry and officials utilized such discrimination as defense mechanisms to guard their status and privileges against the merchants' intrusion (Jiang, 1968; Tong, 1957) .
Merchants in Modern China
It was not until the Qing period (A.D. ) that be found that merchants' behavior was similar to "social entrepreneurs" (Fu, 1956; Yang, 1970) . With the arrival of Western powers, people in the late Qing society, particularly officials and scholars, widely accepted views on power and material superiority (Li-Chen, 1972 (Ju, 1958, pp.27-28) .
Since the emergence of the Treaty Ports, new merchants emerged, such as the compradors and the industrial entrepreneurs (Murphey, 1970) . They, in turn, organized themselves in new groups with the specific purpose of offering relief and good works. These new organizations were called shan tang -charitable halls or hospitals (Chan, 1975, p.33 (Chan, 1975, pp.33 & 41) . All merchants wanted to join a shan tang, because this showed that they became "titled merchants" (shen shang) -respectable and responsible gentlemen. An old Hong Kong newspaper, Xianggang Huazi Ribao revealed the political influence of merchant organizations in Canton over indigenous society: (Xianggang Huazi Ribao, 22 March 1901; Chan, 1975) .
While the uprising of merchants began with staking out their rights and freedoms, the state was also eager to establish official organizations to oversee activities of the merchants. For instance, the Canton General Chamber of Commerce, with official pressure, was established on 3 July 1905 (Chan, 1977, p.221) . Duties of the Chamber was to coordinate different local guilds, to mediate cases involving merchants in disputes, and to promote China's commercial and industrial development.
In the Republican era , the government had a closer control over merchant organizations. It legitimized all merchant organizations as "legal groups" (fantuan) and placed all of them under the supervision of official general chambers of commerce (Garrett, 1974; Kirby, Lin, Shih, & Pletz, 2000-01) . Seemingly, the legitimization meant that the government recognized the right of citizens to sit for social organizations through laws and regulations, but actually it signified that the government attempted to set limits on the formation and power of merchant organizations.
Private Entrepreneurs in Pre-reform Era (1949-1978)
When China morphed into the communist regime in the pre-reform era , it proved to be unfortunate for the private sector (See Table 1 ). This specific period could be divided into six episodes, each having a direct relation to the survival of private entrepreneurs and involving a power struggle at the highest levels of the leadership between the faction of Liu Shaoqi and the faction of Mao Zedong. When Liu's faction was in charge of economic affairs, the number of private entrepreneurs rose. Its number declined when Mao's faction came to power (See Table 2 ). Liu's faction (e.g., Chen Yun and Deng Xiaoping etc.,) was generally called pragmatism, whereas Mao's faction (e.g., Lin Biao, and Hua Guofen, etc.,) was called revolutionism. These six episodes are: Utilization (1949 Utilization ( -1952 , Restriction (1952 Restriction ( -1953 , Transformation (1954 -1957 ), Great Leap Forward (1958 -1960 ), San Zi Yi Bao Policy (1961 -1965 ), and Cultural Revolution (1966 . P 1966-1976 The Cultural Revolution Decrease R Note (*): R refers to Revolutionist Leaders such as Mao Zedong, Lin Biao, and Hua Guofen etc, while P refers to Pragmatist Leaders such as Liu Shao-qi, Chen Yun and Deng Xiao-ping etc. Immediately after the founding of the PRC, the new government suffered a downward movement of economy and productivity. The strategy of 'utilization' became the first stage (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The two factions both agreed that the state needed to utilize the private economy to recover the national economy. Soon, however, the party set limits on the formation and the development of private entrepreneurs. In fact, the second stage of "restriction" (1952-53) was carried out almost simultaneously with the policy of "utilization." The government at this stage issued the Provisional Regulations for Private Enterprise, which stipulated that private enterprises had to submit their complete plans of production and sales for state approval, and configured relevant private business earnings, including dividends, welfare funds, taxes and reserve funds, in specified proportions (Cheng, 1982, p.144) .
Both stages were referred to as "elementary state capitalism" -a "lower form" of state control over the private sector in the circulation sphere achieved by allocating orders and purchasing products (Kraus, 1989, p.55) . Namely, capitalists still maintained private participation in the management of companies, but operational transactions with the state were by contracts. (Ho, 2000, p.30) .
As a result, during the first stage, the total output value from the processing and manufacturing of goods by private factories and from the state's purchase and marketing of their products amounted to 2.1 billion yuan. This was 2.7 times as much as the 810 million yuan in 1949 (Liu & Wu, 1986, p.42) . Taxes collected from privately owned industry and commerce in the third and fourth quarters of 1950 increased by 90 percent and 80 percent respectively over the first quarter (Liu & Wu, 1986, p.46) .
Meanwhile, during the second stage, activation in the private sector caused three "evils" (namely, corruption, waste, bureaucracy within the party and government) and five "poisons" (namely, bribery, tax evasion, theft of the state property, cheating on government contracts, and stealing economic information). The fever brought about "the movement against the three evils" (san fan yun dong) and then the "five-anti" campaign (wu fan yun dong) (Li & Lok, 1995, pp.361-2 & 479-80) .
In the "three-anti' (san fan) campaign of 1951, the state began to reduce cohesion between the private sector and the government. Later, the "five anti" (wu fan) campaign of 1952 further reduced the scope for the development of the private economy. Seemingly, these two campaigns were to eradicate societal evils and poisons, but the real purpose was to impose a tight reign on the growth of the private sector and to confiscate its profits (Ho, 2000, p.35) . The campaigns led to a dramatic decline in the private sector. For instance, the number of working capital private factories and firms was 182 in 1952 as against 232 in 1950 and 319 in 1951 (Cheng, 1982, p.145 (Kraus, 1989, p.54) . By contrast, total retail sales controlled by state commerce increased by 306 percent, and those of the cooperatives by 529 percent, from 1950 to 1952 (Cheng, 1982, p.145) . In the retail trade, only 49.9 percent was in private hands in 1953, as against 85 percent in 1950 (Kraus, 1989, p.54) . The share of state commerce in the total wholesale trade rose to 63.8 percent in 1952, as against 23.9 percent in 1950 (Cheng, 1982, p.145) . The share of state and cooperative commerce in total retail sales rose to 42.6 percent in 1952, as against 14.9 percent in 1950 (Cheng, 1982, p.145) .
The final stage of 'transformation' (1954-57) started in 1954. In September of the same year, the State Council promulgated Provisional Regulations for Joint State-Private Industrial Enterprises. This defined the "mixed state-private enterprises" as the "advanced form of state capitalism." As a result, private enterprises were forced to work with state investments or other mixed state-private enterprises and to conform to the common direction of capitalists and state-appointed functionaries (Kraus, 1989, p.55) . By the end of 1954, there were more than 1,700 joint state-private industrial enterprises with more than 5.3 million workers (only 193, with some 0.1 million, in 1949). They created an annual output value of more than 5 billion yuan (Cheng, 1982, p.148-9 ).
On 5 March 1956, Mao propelled the process of "transformation because he thought that China should strive to bring to fruition a bit earlier, socialist transformation of her handicraft industry and capitalist industry and commerce" (Mao, 1964, p.223) . As a result, by the end of the year, joint state-private industrial enterprises constituted 99 percent of private industrial establishments and 99.6 percent of the private industrial output value. In 1956, 112,000 private industrial establishments, with 1.2 million workers and other employees, changed over to joint state-private operation.
The Great Leap Forward (1958-1960)
Mao launched the Great Leap Forward (GLF) in 1958 to implement China's modernization in one step. The basic concept of the GLF was to exert unified leadership over agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, side occupations, and fishery, and to transform and/or organize the rest of the private sector into various kinds of co-operative organizations. As a result, small agricultural producers' cooperatives (APCs) were merged into big ones. For example, over 54,000 small APCs were merged into 30,000 in Henan Province; 9,600 small APCs into 1,461 in Liaoning Province. On average, each APC embraced 2,000 households (Liu & Wu, 1986, p.232-3) .
Private Entrepreneurs in the 1960s
The GLF drove the Chinese economy to the verge of collapse and made the Chinese people suffer from widespread famine. Liu complained that too rapid commune system and too many communes at one stroke would produce bad economic results (Ahn, 1976, p.75) . As a result, the revolutionist faction was forced to step down from the political and economic arena.
The pragmatist faction came to power. In January 1961, it introduced the policy of "three freedoms and one fixed quota" (san zi yi bao) to substitute for the GLF. The so-called "san zi" meant "plots free for private use, free markets, and enterprises free to resume responsibilities for their own profits and losses." "Yi bao" referred to "fixing output quotas based on individual households" (Li & Lok, 1995, p.389) . The whole policy was to achieve "the restoration of private plots," "the use of the household as the main accounting unit in communes," and "the resumption by enterprises in communes of sole responsibility for profit and output quotas" (Wheelwright & McFarlane, 1970, p.67) .
Under this policy, commune members were allowed a little freedom and private ownership within a given range. As a result, it cultivated small private plots and expanded their size accordingly. For instance, in the areas where the average size of land per person was 2 mu, 10 percent of the plot could be allotted for private use (Li & Lok, 1995, p.389) . As for enterprises, each unit had to be responsible for its own profits and losses. Free markets opened to country fairs. For example, people could trade non-essential grains and sell cooked food in a free market (Li & Lok, 1995, p.389) .
The Cultural Revolution (1966-1976)
The emergence of the Cultural Revolution was partly due to Mao's phobia. It had two causes. First, he worried about the upsurge of the private economy that implied a revival of capitalism. Second, he worried about the pragmatist faction's success, which made the revolutionist faction lose the political influence in the Central Committee.
In (Liu & Wu, 1986, p.340) .
On the other hand, Mao enlisted almost all students of the Chinese college, middle school and primary school to join "red guards" organizations (Granqvist, 1967; Leung, 1989) . Under these organizations, the students were conceptualized to repudiate bourgeois ideology wherever it might be found (Gurley, 1976, p.221) . When the red guards found any forms of capitalism and bourgeoisie, a form of "spectacle of suffering" was instantly inflicted on them (Spierenburg, 1984) . Liu Shaoqi was accused of being "China's Number One Revisionist." Other pragmatist leaders were also purged. Any forms of the private/market economy were regarded as "capitalist tails", all of which were vandalized.
As a result, China was plunged into the 10-year (1966-76) turmoil of the Cultural Revolution. By the 1978, only 140,000 small retailers and repairers run by individual operators survived the wrath of the Cultural Revolution (Malik, 1997, p.44) , and the whole number of individual laborers was 150,000 persons (see Table 1 ).
PRC Since Reforms and Opening-up
China's "reforms and opening-up" started with the third session of the 11 Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in December 1978. At this session, the CCP decided that the small private plots belonging to commune members, rural sideline occupations and market trade were necessary complements to socialist economy. This marked the revival of the private economy.
In the early 1980s, Chinese leadership recognized those peasants who engaged in private or collective business in industry and commerce in urban areas as "self-employed people" (getihu). In July 1981, the State Council issued two documents ("The Regulation to Open a Variety of Ways to Solve the Problem of Urban Unemployment" and "The Regulations of the Urban Non-agricultural Individual Economy") in favor of this kind of economic development (Xinhua, 16 July 1984) .
However, immediately after the issuance of the two documents, the Party's Central Committee issued the Resolution on Certain Questions in "The History of the Party Since the Founding of the PRC" to make a guideline regarding the development of the getihu. It clearly indicated that "the state economy and the collective economy are the basic forms of the Chinese economy. The working people's individual economy within certain prescribed limits is a necessary complement to the public economy" (Liu & Wu, 1986, p.630 ).
In the mid-1980s, numerous private enterprises employed over official stipulation (eight persons), and even hundreds of employees, and owned considerable amounts of capitals assets. In 1987, the 13 th Chinese Communist Party Congress officially recognized the private economic sector as a necessary supplement to the state sector. In the following year, the PRC Constitution was amended to legitimize the status of the private economy. This was the first time that the rights and interests of the private economy were protected by the Constitution.
Meanwhile, such upsurge caused social criticism. For instance, official newspapers accused private businesses of stealing from state enterprises with the help of corrupt enterprise managers and accused xiahai entrepreneurs (party-state officials) of stealing from state materials to fence them to private companies (Conner, 1989) . A report in 1986 from Guangdong Provincial Academy of Social Sciences warned that the rapid growth of large private enterprises probably produced the negative impact on the state plan and the public economy, and the "exploitation of surplus value" within these enterprises…. It was necessary to reinforce the control over private enterprises (Mo, 1987) .
The party-state was aware of the challenge from the upsurge of "capitalism" and "bourgeoisies" since an outbreak of the Tiananmen incident. It took an anti-private business stance, blaming private businesses for the inflation that was one complaint of Tiananmen protesters. Private enterprises and the getihu became the targets of an intense campaign, with tight controls over and frequent attacks on them.
Furthermore, when Jiang Zemin had came to power, he repeatedly reprimanded private entrepreneurs as "exploiters" and accused them of profiteering, cheating, and taking advantage of the people…. Private entrepreneurs should not be allowed to join the party (Beijing Review, August 28-September 3, 1989, pp.15-20; South China Morning Post, October 2, 1989, p.1) .
It was not until 1991 that official hostility toward the individual economy ended. The press began to treat it positively: "we must help people understand the nature of the individual enterprises, so that they are respected. At the same time, the entrepreneurs should establish thoughts of self-respect, self-love, self-dignity, and self-strengthening" (Wang, 1991) . In January of the following year, Deng Xiaoping paid an inspection tour to South China and delivered a series of speeches to assert that China would go on "reform and opening up" program in spite of "capitalism" or "socialism" in nature. This tour gave a strong signal that the party-state was in favor of the private economy.
A breakthrough issue regarding the private economy occurred on 9 September 1997. The President Jiang Zemin at the 15th Communist Party Congress emphasized that the state had to redefine the private economy from a "complementary" to an "important part" of the socialist market economy as necessary to meet the country's new economic realities. (The 15th National Party Congress, 1997, p.3) . As a result, the 9th National People's Congress (NPC) in 1999 passed revisions to the Constitution regarding changing the status of the private economy from a "complementary" to an "important part" of the socialist market economy.
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Another critical issue for private entrepreneurs took place on July 1 2001. President Jiang Zemin, at a ceremony marking the 80 th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party, invited entrepreneurs back into the fold in a landmark speech that drew on his "Three Represents Theory," pointing out that the party represented not only worker and peasants, but also "advanced productive forces" (including private businesses), opening the door to letting private entrepreneurs join the party.
Conclusion
This paper's central argument is that theoretically as well as historically, China's rulers in deferent times have treated private entrepreneurs as social menaces -a threat to the authority rather than social entrepreneursa dedication to changing the systems and patterns of society.
In traditional China, merchants were discriminated and looked down upon because the social system discriminated against the merchant class (the shang was at the lowest rank). Although during the Qing dynasty, merchants were accepted, respected, and even behaved similarly to what Western countries called social entrepreneurs (e.g., they set up charitable halls or hospitals (shang tang) to provide indigenous people with social welfare services and to show their identity of "title merchant" shen shang). The expansion of the merchant community led to the official set up of official chambers to embrace merchant chambers. Until the Republican government, all merchant organizations were legitimized as "legal group" (fantuan) under the supervision of official chambers This further restricted the development of merchant organizations.
Before the PRC's regime, private entrepreneurs were also discriminated against. In the pre-reform era, the power struggle at the highest levels between faction of Mao Zedong and faction of Liu Shaoqi directly led to the private economy on the verge of collapse. Despite their political hostility, private entrepreneurs were utilized, restricted, and transformed in years of the founding of the PRC and then were annihilated during the Cultural Revolution. Cheng argue that the whole process confiscated all consumer stores, houses, bank deposits, domestic animals, poultry, and other items (Cheng, 1982, p.103) . Donnithorne reports that private ownership of houses and shops came to an end (Donnithorne, 1967, p.227 ). Snow has described that almost all forms of private property were banned and even the function of the family was reduced to a minimum (Snow, 1970, p.421) .
On the other hand, despite two decades of the reforms and opening-up, Chinese leadership seemed to have still worried about a threat to Chinese socialist regime caused by the development of private entrepreneurs.
Recently, Jiang introduced the redefinition of the private economy from a "complementary" to an "important part" of the socialist market economy as necessary to meet the country's new economic realities and "Three Represents Theory" looking after needs of private entrepreneurs and letting them join the party. However, this is a strategy of inclusion and incorporation, a classic feature of Leninist system clinging to power, for both "xiahai entrepreneurs" (party members) (Rosen, 1994) and "red capitalists" (private entrepreneurs co-opted into the party) (Dickson, 2003) .
Dickson contends that this strategy is the creation of state-led business and industrial associations, through which the entrepreneurs cannot constitute a 'critical public realm' unlike Hungary where political change is promoted from within. His findings tend to belie any suggestion that the entrepreneurs will progressively demand greater autonomy for the organizations (Dickson, 2003, p.78) . On the contrary, the entrepreneurs see themselves as partners, not adversaries, of the state (Dickson, 2003, p.57) . Thus, economic development will accentuate the convergence of views between the state and business, at least in the short run" (Dickson, 2003, p.78) .
Entrepreneurs are characterized by their inherent capabilities to contribute to society, and Western society has regarded them as social entrepreneurs, a commitment to leading through inclusiveness of all actors in society and a dedication to changing the systems and patterns of society (Ashoka, 2000) . However, China's private entrepreneurs seem to deviate from this aspect of expectation.
Finally, Chinese society in the pre-reform era was called by the danwei society in which all organizations (e.g., state organs, enterprises, grassroots organizations) were institutionally connected with the party (Li, 1993; Li & Wang, 1996; Li, Zhou, & Li, 1996; Lin & Ma, 2000; Lu, 1989; Lu, 1993a; Lu, 1993b; Lu & Perry, 1997; Zhou & Yang, 1999; Zhu, 1997) . Thus, the party, called the omnipresent party, could be represented in every aspect of society (Ho, 2001, p.75) . The party has intended to create state-led business and industrial associations. Nevertheless, there are numerous listed companies in contemporary Chinese society, out of the party's control domain. How can the party dominate them? This aspect of research is worthy of exploring.
Notes
1 There are different schools of thought to identify when modern China began. Despite the differences, two periods are noteworthy. The Opium War of 1839-42 should be regarded as the point of departure, because this event introduced capitalism and imperialism, thus producing revolutionary changes in China. The other, with the arrival of European explorers and missionaries during the transitional period from the Ming (1368-1643) to the Qing (1644-1911) dynasties, it was China that first learned of Western science, art and culture. Clearly, this paper supports the first period. More detailed discussion, see (Hsu, 1988, pp.4-7) . 2 These diffuse and ambiguous names ascribe to political consideration. Before the reforms, particularly in the period of the culture revolution, any businessmen were called as capitalists and were supposed to be a threat to Chinese socialist society. To avoid political attack, businessmen at the start of the reform era in 1978 generally did not call themselves private entrepreneurs. Instead, they liked to describe themselves as "individual economy unit" (geti gongshang), "individual industry and commerce" (geti gongshangye), "individual economy" (geti jingji), "individual industrial and commercial household" (geti gongshang hu) or "individually owned small business," "individual business (geti shangye), and "individual proprietor enterprise" (geren yezhuzhi qiye), etc. See, (Ho, 1996) . 3 The proposed amendment to the Constitution in 1999 was concerned with Article 11. This article stated: "Non-public sector comprising individual and private businesses within the domain stipulated by law is an important component of the country's socialist market economy", and "the country should protect the legitimate rights and interests of individual and private enterprises, and the country should also give guidance to, and exercise supervision and management over them according to law.
